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Abstract
Background: Many population health surveys consist of a mixed-mode design that includes a face-to-face (F2F)
interview followed by a paper-and-pencil (P&P) self-administered questionnaire (SAQ) for the sensitive topics. In
order to alleviate the burden of a supplementary P&P questioning after the interview, a mixed-mode SAQ design
including a web and P&P option was tested for the Belgian health interview survey.
Methods: A pilot study (n = 266, age 15+) was organized using a mixed-mode SAQ design following the F2F
interview. Respondents were invited to complete a web SAQ either immediately after the interview or at a later
time. The P&P option was offered in case respondents refused or had previously declared having no computer
access, no internet connection or no recent usage of computers. The unit response rate for the web SAQ and the
overall unit response rate for the SAQ independent of the mode were evaluated. A logistic regression analysis was
conducted to explore the association of socio-demographic characteristics and interviewer effects with the
completed SAQ mode. Furthermore, a logistic regression analysis assessed the differential user-friendliness of the
SAQ modes. Finally, a logistic multilevel model was used to evaluate the item non-response in the two SAQ modes
while controlling for respondents’ characteristics.
Results: Of the eligible F2F respondents in this study, 76% (107/140) agreed to complete the web SAQ. Yet among
those, only 78.5% (84/107) actually did. At the end, the overall (web and P&P) SAQ unit response rate reached
73.5%. In this study older people were less likely to complete the web SAQ. Indications for an interviewer effect
were observed as regard the number of web respondents, P&P respondents and respondents who refused to
complete the SAQ. The web SAQ scored better in terms of user-friendliness and presented higher item response
than the P&P SAQ.
Conclusions: The web SAQ performed better regarding user-friendliness and item response than the P&P SAQ but
the overall SAQ unit response rate was low. Therefore, future research is recommended to further assess which type
of SAQ design implemented after a F2F interview is the most beneficial to obtain high unit and item response rates.
Keywords: Self-administered questionnaire, Web, Mixed-mode, Unit response, Item non-response, Health interview
survey
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Background
A number of national health interview surveys (HISs)
such as those carried out in Belgium, Denmark, the
United Kingdom and France included, in addition to a
face-to-face (F2F) interview, a paper-and-pencil (P&P)
self-administered questionnaire (SAQ) for a specific subsection of the questionnaire [1–4]. In this type of mixedmode design the SAQ is typically used for sensitive
topics such as substance use and mental health in order
to reduce potential social desirability bias and to enhance the respondents’ privacy [5]. Nevertheless, completing a P&P SAQ immediately after a long and
fatiguing F2F session can seem too burdensome for the
respondents and therefore cause a drop in the response
rate of the SAQ. Indeed, both the Belgian health interview survey (BHIS) and the Danish HIS report a substantial portion of respondents that fail to complete this
additional P&P SAQ [2, 6]. Declining response rates are
of general concern for public health researchers. Although, low response rates do not by default lead to high
non-response error (i.e. non-respondents who differ substantially on the variables of interest compared to respondents) [7], high response rates are still considered
to usually minimize the risk for this error [8]. Furthermore, the declining response rates and the growing complexity regarding the reasons for non-responding
challenge the ability to confidently obtain populationrepresentative net samples that provide estimates that
are generalizable for the whole population [9].
To keep up with technological advancements and alleviate the burden of lengthy questioning, a mixed-mode
SAQ design was tested in the framework of the BHIS,
including a web SAQ that can be completed at a more
convenient moment for the respondent. Allowing F2F
respondents to postpone the SAQ completion can also
take place with a P&P SAQ, but this entails the inconvenience for the interviewer of having to collect the P&P
SAQ at the respondent’s house or for the respondent of
having to mail it back. Neither of these charges occur
with the web SAQ, since the data is available immediately and processed automatically.
Besides, implementing web instead of P&P SAQs can
have some advantages regarding the quality of the collected data. Computerized surveys such as web SAQs
can favor more honest responses to questions about sensitive and socially undesirable behaviors than P&P SAQs.
This effect is even more pronounced when respondents
can complete the SAQ on their own, without fearing
that other household members see their responses [10].
In addition, web SAQs can in comparison with P&P
SAQs produce higher data quality in terms of absence of
data entry mistakes and reduction in the amount of inconsistent and abnormal answers [11, 12]. Furthermore,
the level of item non-response generally tends to be

lower in web SAQs [11–15]. Indeed, web SAQs present
the advantage of automatic data entry, integrated warning messages in case of missing, inconsistent and out-ofrange answers and automatic branching logic.
Giving respondents the opportunity to complete the
web SAQ at a more convenient moment, i.e. not immediately after the F2F interview, is also less cognitively demanding. This could help decrease satisficing behavior,
that is, simply providing satisfactory answers instead of
making the effort to generate optimal answers [16].
Nevertheless, it should be acknowledged that P&P SAQs
also have some advantages over web SAQs, as the latter
offer a greater opportunity to multitask since respondents are more likely to be involved in several other activities while completing the questionnaire [17, 18].
Additionally, web SAQs may limit the ability of the respondents to re-read the questions on their own pace,
reply in their preferred order and synchronize their answers [18, 19].
Finally, web SAQs cannot substitute P&P SAQs as the
sole mode of data collection because of under-coverage:
even in countries with a high internet penetration rate,
access still varies among socio-demographic groups in
favor of younger, higher educated, higher-income and
employed inhabitants [20]. Therefore, both a web and
P&P SAQ need to be integrated in a mixed-mode design. In this design the SAQ can be introduced either
concurrently, whereby respondents are given a choice of
modes, or sequentially, whereby the web SAQ is first introduced alone and the P&P mode is only offered in case
the respondent is reluctant to use a web SAQ. There is
evidence from stand-alone SAQ surveys that sequential
designs introducing the web SAQ first lead to more
people responding via web (i.e. a higher web response
rate) compared to concurrent designs [15, 21, 22]. Likewise, sequential designs can gain higher overall response
rates in comparison with concurrent designs [21]. However, the available evidence regarding unit response rates
in mixed-mode designs comes from stand-alone SAQs.
These studies do not include a F2F interview and often
use different sampling procedures and survey topics. For
this reason, their results cannot be generalized to predict
the unit response rates in a sequential mixed-mode design for a SAQ as part of a general population HIS.
Hence, this pilot study uses the BHIS survey as a
framework to assess the acceptability and the feasibility
of a mixed-mode SAQ design within a F2F survey. Different indicators can account for this assessment: the
proportion of respondents opting for the web SAQ after
completing the F2F interview, the unit response rate for
the web SAQ and the overall unit response rate for the
SAQ independent of the mode. Secondly, the determinants associated with completing the web SAQ instead
of the P&P SAQ are explored. Thirdly, a series of
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questions at the end of the SAQ address the experience of
respondents with the web or the P&P modes, and their respective ease of use is compared. Lastly, in order to assess
the quality of the collected data, the relationship between
the mode of SAQ completion and the level of item nonresponse is analyzed. Based on the results of this pilot
study, recommendations are formulated for future studies
that are needed to further assess the implications of
mixed-mode SAQ designs within F2F interviews.

that an interviewer would visit the household for the
F2F interview. The F2F interview was conducted via
CAPI (Computer Assisted Personal Interview). Proxy
interviewing (one person -either a member of the household or somebody else- was allowed to respond on behalf of the selected person) was conducted for selected
household members not able to respond themselves, for
those who refused to respond personally but agreed to
have a proxy respond for them and for those absent during the time of the F2F interview.
A sequential design was used to introduce the SAQ to
the respondents. At the end of the F2F interview, participants were asked questions concerning their computer
access, internet connection at home and internet use
through a computer in the past 30 days. Those who gave
a negative answer to one of these questions were automatically given the P&P SAQ. Those who answered
positively to these questions were considered eligible for
the web SAQ and were asked to complete it online (either during the interview session or later) while the option of the P&P SAQ was only proposed in case of an
explicit refusal. Those who were absent during the interview and had the F2F questionnaire completed via proxy
interviewing, received an instruction form to access and
answer the web SAQ at a later stage. However, this option was only applicable if the proxy confirmed to the
interviewer that the person absent during the F2F session was capable of completing a web SAQ and had access to internet and a computer. Finally, those who
agreed to complete the web SAQ but failed to do so, received a reminder letter one week after the F2F interview and a second reminder letter two weeks after the
F2F interview.
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Methods
Study design

This pilot study is a cross-sectional epidemiologic survey
conducted in the general population and comparable to
the BHIS in terms of the sampling, study population,
fieldwork and content of the questionnaires.
The BHIS is organized every 4 to 5 years and collects
health information from around 10,000 individuals in a
F2F setting. The study is organized on household level
and maximum 4 individuals are selected per household.
The F2F interviews are supplemented with a P&P SAQ
covering more sensitive topics. This SAQ is only addressed to the participants of 15 years and older who do
not have their F2F interview completed by proxy. Completing the F2F interview takes on average between 30 to
60 min and completing the P&P SAQ takes on average
between 20 to 40 min. More details on the survey methodology applied in the BHIS are described elsewhere [1].
Sampling and study population

Our pilot study conducted to assess a mixed-mode SAQ
design for the BHIS was also organized on household
level. The target population in this study consisted of individuals aged 15 years and older residing in Belgium and
the National Public Register was used as the sampling
frame. Households were selected following a multistage
clustered sampling design, involving a geographical stratification by region and municipality of residence. Two municipalities were selected in each Belgian region (Flemish,
Brussels-Capital & Walloon Region) based on the degree
of urbanization, the socio-economic level and the preferences of the experienced BHIS interviewers (proximity,
earlier interviews done in this municipality, etc.). Each
interviewer was active in one of the six defined municipalities. Within each municipality, households were selected
through a systematic sampling based on the age group of
the reference person (< 45, 45–64, > 64) and the household size (1, 2, 2+). The net sample size was 266 individuals. Maximum 4 individuals were selected per household.
Data collection

All selected households received an invitation letter that
briefly described the purpose, the content and the voluntary character of the pilot study. Furthermore, it stated

Web SAQ

The web SAQ was developed using Blaise® Internet Service (BlaiseIS) software and could be completed using a
computer but not using a tablet or smartphone. The appearance of the web version was very similar to the one
of the P&P SAQ. The questions were identical (similar
wording and almost similar instructions) and the design
was comparable (similar colors and lay-out). Still, it was
developed while applying the imbedded features of this
mode such as automatic skipping and branching. Furthermore, soft warnings were given in case of missing
values for the first question of every module of the questionnaire, for filter questions and in case respondents
gave inconsistent or implausible answers. Finally, the
web SAQ had a multipage design displaying only a few
questions on every screen which differs from the P&P
SAQ that allows a more comprehensive view on the
whole questionnaire. Web respondents were able to go
back in the questionnaire to change answers given to
previous questions.
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Statistical analyses

First, descriptive summary statistics were provided in
order to outline the characteristics of the F2F respondents by completed SAQ mode. In addition, a multinomial logistic regression analysis was conducted to
assess, among F2F respondents, the association of the
socio-demographic characteristics of the respondents
(i.e. age, sex, education level, employment status and
household size) and the interviewer involved with the
SAQ mode completed.
Second, a description of the proportion of respondents
who found the SAQ easy to use and who experienced no
problems was given by completed SAQ mode. In
addition, a logistic regression analysis was conducted to
assess the association between the SAQ mode used &
the socio-demographic characteristics of the respondents
(i.e. age, sex, education level, employment status and
household size) and their evaluation of the SAQ’s userfriendliness.
Third, it was assessed whether item non-response is
related to the SAQ mode or to the characteristics of the
respondents. Since the data can be viewed as hierarchical
with items as the lowest level and respondents as the
highest level, a logistic multilevel model was used (dichotomous dependent variable: 1 = no answer, 2 = answer). More specifically, we used a 2-level Generalised
Linear Mixed Model with random intercepts only. Respondents with over 50% of items missing were classified
as partial respondents and were excluded from the item
non-response analysis. The model building process was
performed in three steps. First, an intercept-only multilevel model was fitted (model 1). In the second step,
mode was added as a fixed effect to assess the effect of
the level 1 variable (model 2). In the final step, the
model building process was continued by adding respondent characteristics to model 2 in order to separate
mode effects from selection effects (model 3).
The intra-class correlation coefficient (ICC) was calculated to provide information on how much of the variation in item non-response was accounted for by
respondent characteristics [23]. We checked for significant variances with the Wald test [24] and calculated the
proportional change in variance (PCV) between the initial model and the models with more terms [25]. The
SAS® Glimmix procedure with Laplace estimation
method was used to identify if mode and respondent
characteristics are associated with item non-response
and to estimate the variance associated with each level.
Associations were expressed as odds ratios (OR) with
95% confidence interval (CI). As all the models are
nested and as maximum likelihood estimation based on
Laplace approximation was used, likelihood ratio (deviance) tests were conducted to compare the relative fit of
the different models [23]. The difference in deviance of
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two nested models has a chi-square distribution with degrees of freedom equal to the difference in the number
of parameters between the models. All statistical analyses were carried out using SAS® Enterprise Guide 5.1.

Results
Study flow

A detailed overview of the study flow is given in Fig. 1.
Among the F2F respondents, 59.8% were considered as
eligible for the SAQ by web. Of these, 76.4% agreed to
complete the web SAQ, 17.1% refused but agreed to
complete the P&P SAQ instead and 6.4% refused to
complete the SAQ in both modes. Nevertheless, among
the F2F respondents who agreed to complete the web
SAQ, 21.5% did not complete it even after two reminder
letters were sent. In total, 172 of the 234 (73.5%) F2F respondents completed the SAQ in either the web (84/
172–48.8%) or P&P (88/172–51.2%) mode. Among the
respondents with a proxy F2F interview who received
the option to complete the web SAQ, eventually 60.0%
completed it.
Completion by SAQ mode

Table 1 shows the characteristics of the respondents
according to the mode of SAQ completion. Web respondents were more likely to be young, higher educated and employed. Additionally, large differences in
the proportion of respondents in the web, P&P and
refusal group could be found between interviewers.
For instance, two interviewers had more than half of
their respondents completing the web SAQ whereas
one interviewer had only one person (2.4%) opting for
web. Furthermore, the proportion of respondents who
refused to complete the SAQ varied substantially
among interviewers (from 5 to 55%).
Table 2 shows that only age of the respondent was
significantly associated with the mode used to
complete the SAQ in this pilot study; older people
were more likely to complete the P&P SAQ instead
of the web SAQ (OR (95% CI): 1.04 (1.01–1.07)). In
addition, the completed SAQ mode of the F2F respondents is associated with the interviewers. Interviewers 3 (OR (95% CI): 0.28 (0.08–0.96)) and 5 (OR
(95% CI): 0.14 (0.03–0.62)) had significantly less respondents who completed the SAQ using P&P versus
using the web in comparison with the reference interviewer. Interviewer 4 had fewer respondents who did
not complete the SAQ in any mode versus web respondents (OR (95% CI): 0.15 (0.02–0.93)) in comparison with the reference interviewer.
User-friendliness of the web versus P&P SAQ

Of the web respondents, 87.9% (80/91) thought the SAQ
was easy to use while this was only the case for 63.5%
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Fig. 1 Study diagram. F2F = face-to-face; P&P = paper-and-pencil; SAQ = self-administered questionnaire

(54/85) of the P&P respondents. In line with these results, more P&P respondents (14.3% - 12/84) declared
experiencing problems while completing the SAQ than
web respondents (7.8% - 7/90). Even after controlling for
socio-demographic characteristics, more web respondents than P&P respondents evaluated the SAQ as being
easy to use (OR (95% CI): 2.55 (1.08–6.04)).
Item non-response

Among the SAQ respondents, 16 (8.8%) were considered
as partial respondents as they completed less than 50%
of the items in the SAQ and they were therefore
dropped from the item non-response analysis. The number of partial respondents was significantly higher in the
P&P SAQ than in the web SAQ (P&P = 15.9% vs. web =
2.1%; p = 0.0011). Additionally, there were significant differences in the number of partial P&P respondents per
interviewer. For example, one interviewer had almost
70% partial respondents whereas others had none (p <
0.0001). In the respondents that completed more than
50% of the SAQ items, there was an item non-response
of 6.0% in total for the SAQ. Item non-response was still

significantly higher in the P&P SAQ than in the web
SAQ (P&P = 9.2% vs. web = 3.3%; p < 0.0001).
The results of the multilevel logistic regression analysis
for item non-response are presented in Table 3. The first
column presents the results of the empty model and
shows that approximately 37% of the variability in item
non-response is accounted for by respondents, leaving
63% of the variability accounted for by the mode or other
unknown factors. This means that, in general, mode or
other unknown factors are more important than respondent characteristics. Adding mode to the model (model 2)
decreased the respondent variance and explained 11.4% of
this variance in the empty model. Together the mode and
respondent characteristics explained almost 13.6% of all
respondent variance (model 3).
The results of Table 3 indicate that the mode in which
the SAQ was completed had a significant impact on the
item non-response, also after controlling for differences
in item non-response among respondents; respondents
completing the P&P SAQ had a higher level of item
non-response than respondents completing the web
mode (OR (95% CI): 2.13 (1.33–3.43)).
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Table 2 Association of socio-demographic characteristics and
interviewer with the mode of SAQ completion (n = 192)

Web (n = 84) P&P (n = 88) Refusal (n = 62)
Respondent characteristics
Mean SD
Age

46.0
N

Mean SD

15.6 56.5
%

N

Mean

20.9 48.9
%

N

OR (95% CI)

OR (95% CI)

Age

1.04 (1.01–1.07) *

1.00 (0.97–1.03)

18.2

Men

1.36 (0.65–2.84)

0.97 (0.43–2.17)

0.89 (0.37–2.13)

1.20 (0.47–3.04)

1.15 (0.37–3.55)

0.89 (0.25–3.13)

%

Sex
36

women (n = 131)
Education level

48

34.9 38
36.6 50

36.9 29
38.2 33

Higher education level

a

46

higher (n = 80)

38

29.9 63
47.5 25

40.9 45
31.3 17

Employment status (ref: non-employed)

25.2

employed

0.56 (0.21–1.51)

0.87 (0.29–2.64)

student

2.13 (0.35–12.99)

1.34 (0.20–8.80)

Household size: 1+

0.51 (0.24–1.10)

0.66 (0.29–1.54)

Interviewer 2

0.52 (0.16–1.64)

0.84 (0.21–3.32)

20.7

Interviewer 3

0.28 (0.08–0.96) *

1.30 (0.34–4.99)

43.3

Interviewer 4

0.32 (0.10–1.05)

0.15 (0.02–0.93)*

Interviewer 5

0.14 (0.03–0.62) *

29.2
21.3

Country of birth
Belgium (n = 174)

70

other countries (n = 60) 14
Employment status

40.2 68
23.3 20

39.1 36
33.3 26

b

28.2

a

lower (n = 154)

Refusal

SD

Country of birth: non-Belgium

men (n = 103)

P&P

b

Interviewer (ref: interviewer 1)

c

0.60 (0.12–2.98)

employed (n = 101)

50

49.5 25

24.8 26

25.7

Nagelkerke R2

unemployed (n = 110)

25

22.7 54

49.1 31

28.2

student (n = 23)

9

39.1 9

39.1 5

21.7

1 (n = 84)

26

31.0 38

45.2 20

23.8

1+ (n = 150)

58

38.7 50

33.3 42

28.0

N

%

%

%

Interviewer 1 (n = 29)

8

27.6 16

55.2 5

17.2

Interviewer 2 (n = 49)

19

38.8 20

40.8 10

20.4

A multinomial logistic regression model using SAS Proc Logistic with web SAQ
as reference category
*
p value < 0.05; SAQ = self-administered questionnaire; P&P = paper-and-pencil
a
For students the education level equals the highest education level in the
household. If this was not possible it was based on their current field of study
b
“Employed” refers to respondents who had a paid job for at least one hour a
week at the moment of the interview, “Unemployed” refers to respondents
without a paid job at the moment of the interview, “Student” refers to
respondents who were (fulltime or part-time) enrolled in the regular education
system at the moment of the interview. Students who had a (part-time) paid
job were classified as students
c
Interviewer 6 had a refusal rate of 54.8% for the SAQ among the F2F
respondents and had only 1 of 42 (2.4%) F2F respondents who completed the
web SAQ. Therefore, this interviewer was considered as an outlier and was not
considered in this analysis

Interviewer 3 (n = 47)

19

40.4 13

27.7 15

31.9

Interviewer 4 (n = 37)

21

56.8 14

37.8 2

5.4

Interviewer 5 (n = 30)

16

53.3 7

23.3 7

23.3

Interviewer 6 (n = 42)

1

2.4

42.9 23

54.8

Household size

Interviewer
N

18

N

F2F = face-to-face, SAQ = self-administered, P&P = paper-and-pencil.
a
For students the education level equals the highest education level in the
household. If this was not possible it was based on their current field of study
b
“Employed” refers to respondents who had a paid job for at least one hour a
week at the moment of the interview, “Unemployed” refers to respondents
without a paid job at the moment of the interview, “Student” refers to
respondents who were (fulltime or part-time) enrolled in the regular education
system at the moment of the interview. Students who had a (part-time) paid
job were classified as students

Discussion
Taking advantage of the technological advancements applied to data collection, a web SAQ to be completed
after the F2F interview was pilot tested in the framework
of the BHIS under the assumption that it reduces the
burden for the F2F respondents and improves the data
quality with regard to the traditional P&P SAQ. However, since web SAQs cannot be used as the sole mode
of data collection in representative population surveys, it
was integrated in a mixed-mode design (web or P&P).
The importance of using a mixed-mode design is shown

0.28 *

by the fact that only 60% of the F2F respondents were
eligible to complete the web SAQ. This is an indication
that using web-only surveys still excludes parts of the
population who do not have internet access or who are
not computer-literate [26]. Furthermore, it confirms that
mixed-mode data collection should still be preferred
over web-only data collection for population-based
health surveys organized in Belgium [27].
The first goal of this study was to test the feasibility of
organizing a sequential mixed-mode SAQ in terms of
unit response. Among the eligible F2F respondents
(regular PC users with internet connection), a substantial
proportion (76%) agreed to complete the web SAQ. This
was expected as the interviewer first requested responding via web SAQ, while withholding the P&P option
until later in the implementation phase. Evidence from
stand-only SAQ surveys shows that initially inviting
people (either by e-mail or by postal mail) to complete a
web SAQ and only offering a P&P SAQ to the nonrespondents, is highly successful in making people participate online instead of on P&P [15, 28].
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Table 3 Multilevel model for item non-response in SAQ (n = 21,763)
Model 1 (Empty model)

Model 2

Model 3a

OR (95% CI)

OR (95% CI)

OR (95% CI)

2.25 (1.44–3.52) *

2.13 (1.33–3.43) *

Fixed effects at item level
Mode: P&P
Fixed effects at respondent level
Age

1.00 (0.98–1.02)

Men

0.81 (0.52–1.28)

Higher education level b

0.79 (0.47–1.33)

Country of birth: non-Belgium

1.00 (0.55–1.81)

Employment status (ref: non-employed) c
employed

0.91 (0.48–1.71)

student

0.84 (0.31–2.26)

Household size: 1+

0.97 (0.59–1.58)

Random parameters
Variance between respondents (SE)

1.92 (0.28) *

ICC respondents

0.37

PCV
Model fit: −2 Log Likelihood

7840.89

1.70 (0.25) *

1.66 (0.25) *

0.34

0.34

11.4%

13.6%

7829.08 **

7826.66

Values based on SAS Proc Glimmix; Estimation method = Laplace
*
p value < 0.05; ** = likelihood ratio test significant; ICC = intra-class coefficient of correlation; PCV = proportional change in variance;
SAQ = self-administered; P&P = paper-and-pencil
The PCV expresses the change in the respondents’ level variance between the initial model and the model with more terms.
a
Best fitting model
b
For students the education level equals the highest education level in the household. If this was not possible it was based on their current field of study
c
“Employed” refers to respondents who had a paid job for at least one hour a week at the moment of the interview, “Unemployed” refers to respondents without
a paid job at the moment of the interview, “Student” refers to respondents who were (fulltime or part-time) enrolled in the regular education system at the
moment of the interview. Students who had a (part-time) paid job were classified as students

Nevertheless, among the F2F respondents in the pilot
study who agreed to complete the web SAQ, almost 22%
did not complete it, despite sending two reminder letters. This finding suggests that inviting respondents to
complete a web SAQ in a second stage after the F2F
interview (i.e. not during the interview session) might
have a negative impact on the response. Second stage
non-response is also of concern in other health surveys.
At the end of the F2F or telephone interview, respondents of the Swiss health survey were invited to
complete an additional P&P SAQ which was sent to
them 2–3 days after the interview [29]. Among these respondents 80% returned the SAQ. Likewise, Akmatov
et al. [30] obtained a second-stage response of 61% for a
web survey organized after a health examination survey
in Germany.
Finally, 26% of the F2F respondents did not complete
the SAQ in any mode compared to only 18% in the
BHIS edition of 2013 [6]. This result could imply that a
sequential mixed-mode design does not increase the
SAQ response in comparison with a P&P-only design
for F2F respondents. The lower SAQ response rate
found in this pilot study could partially be explained by
the fact that a substantial amount of F2F respondents

who agreed to complete the web SAQ after the interviewer left their house did not do so. Furthermore, also
mixed-mode designs applied in stand-alone surveys
whereby respondents are first mailed to complete a web
SAQ and only in case of non-response a P&P SAQ is
mailed can produce lower response rates than P&P-only
surveys [31, 32]. Nevertheless, the lower SAQ response
rate found in this study compared to the SAQ response
rate of the BHIS 2013 could also partly find an explanation in the general decrease in response rates for epidemiologic studies [9, 33].
In our study, among the individuals who were not
present at the moment of the interview (i.e. proxy interviews) and who received the option to complete the web
SAQ, 60% actually complied. It should be acknowledged
that these respondents did not receive the same stimuli
to participate than the F2F respondents, as instead of
the interviewer, another household member gave the instruction form to complete the web SAQ and as their response burden was much lower as they did not complete
the F2F interview. Nevertheless, this finding illustrates
that a web SAQ option might possibly be a strategy to
decrease the SAQ non-response due to the proxy
respondents.
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When considering all the F2F respondents (that is the
ones eligible and non-eligible for web SAQ completion),
we found that older people were less likely to complete a
web SAQ instead of a P&P SAQ. However, none of the
other socio-demographic characteristics were significantly associated with the completed SAQ mode in this
pilot study. Previous mixed-mode studies also showed
that elderly are less likely to choose the web mode over
the P&P mode than their younger counterparts [28, 34].
This can be explained by the fact that elderly are less
likely to have internet access [35–37] and use the internet on a less frequent basis [38]. Indeed, an additional
analysis indicated that F2F respondents older than 65
were substantially less likely to be eligible to complete
the SAQ by web than the younger F2F respondents.
Nevertheless, we can expect that especially in these older
age groups the preference for the web mode will (further) increase in time [28].
The results show potential indications for an interviewer effect as the involved interviewers differed in
their share of web SAQ respondents, P&P SAQ respondents and respondents who refused to complete the
SAQ. Some interviewers had also more P&P respondents
who only filled out the SAQ partially. These findings
could suggest that interviewers play a crucial role in
gaining cooperation for the SAQ, in the type of SAQ
mode completed and in the data quality of the completed SAQ. The first finding is in line with the results
of a previous BHIS study that found a substantial interviewer’s impact on the non-response for the P&P SAQs
as the interviewer has to maintain the participants’ motivation to continue with the SAQ [6]. Interviewers contribute to survey error as they do not always strictly
follow the standardized interviewer techniques resulting
in incorrect skipping of questions, incorrect reading of
questions (i.e. shortening or rewording), incorrect probing, etc. [39]. This study adds that interviewers might
also vary in the way in which they follow the proposed
study guidelines (e.g. convincing respondents to
complete the SAQ, persuading respondents to complete
the web SAQ and motivating P&P respondents to
complete the SAQ properly).
Web respondents in this study found more often than
P&P respondents that the SAQ was user-friendly, which is
similar to findings from other studies [11, 40]. This could
be related to the fact that more guidance is provided in
the web SAQ than in the P&P SAQ (for example due to
the automatic branching logic). Furthermore, in this study
it could also be due to the fact that web respondents were
less likely to complete the SAQ during the already long
and fatiguing F2F session.
Our results showed that the web SAQ performed better
regarding completeness of the data in comparison with
the P&P SAQ. First, there were less partial respondents

among the web respondents which may be due to the fact
that they could postpone the completion of the SAQ at
their best convenience, while the P&P SAQ had to be
completed just after the lengthy F2F interview. As a consequence, the web mode might have had a lower response
burden in comparison with the P&P mode. A lower perceived response burden and continued interest in the
questionnaire have also been previously identified as factors to fill out web questionnaires until the end [41]. Second, the web SAQ performed better in terms of item
response. This could also be related to the lower response
burden experienced by the web respondents and to the
multiple design features that were integrated in the web
mode (automatic branching logic, individual page construction and warning messages in case of missing answers for some questions) which were not part of the P&P
mode. This finding is in line with previous studies that
generally found that electronic data collection modes have
lower item non-response rates in comparison with traditional P&P modes [11–15].
Limitations of this pilot study need to be acknowledged, most notably the lack of power of this study as a
result of the small sample size (n = 266). For example, although there were indications that higher educated and
employed F2F respondents were more likely to complete
the web SAQ, our small sample size did not allow to
draw any conclusions on this. The design of this study
was also specific: a sequential mixed-mode design (web
or P&P) as a part of a F2F survey. For these reasons caution should be exercised when extrapolating the results
to the general population and to other types of mixedmode designs for SAQs. Furthermore, during the feedback session with the interviewers we noticed that one
interviewer who is experienced with conducting interviews for the BHIS was very reluctant to switch to a
mixed-mode design including web for the SAQ. For this
reason, a sensitivity analysis without the respondents of
this interviewer was conducted to check whether the
same conclusions regarding the agreement to complete
the web SAQ and the SAQ unit response rate would
hold. The results indicated that among the respondents
eligible to do the web SAQ more (91% instead of 76%)
would have opted for web. Furthermore, the overall response rate would be slightly higher (80% instead of
74%) since this interviewer had a high refusal rate for
the SAQ.
Besides, in this study results point to the strong impact
of the interviewers, nevertheless, this study did not allow
disentangling the interviewer effect from the neighborhood effect as interviewers were mainly active in one
municipality. One can assume that people living in the
same neighborhood could be more or less incline to
complete a web SAQ and to do better or worse regarding item response. Nevertheless, the study of Berete
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et al. [6] based on the BHIS 2013 tested whether interviewer variability in non-response for the P&P SAQ
reflected neighborhood variability using a multi-level
model and concluded that this was not the case. Finally,
due to the complex sampling design of the BHIS which
contains stratification and clustering at different level
points and variance, estimates are biased if design effects
are not taken into consideration during data analyses
[1]. Nevertheless, for this study, no correction methods
were applied in order to adjust for intra-municipality or
intra-household correlation.
A strength of this study is the usage of a multilevel
model to assess item non-response since the data can be
viewed as hierarchical with items at the lowest and respondents at the highest level. Analyzing data at any of
these levels while ignoring the more detailed level or
higher level can lead to incorrect conclusions [23]. A
similar two-level model was used by Borgers and Hox
[42] in order to test the association of item characteristics and respondent characteristics on item nonresponse in a questionnaire for children.

after conducting a F2F interview is the most beneficial
to obtain both high unit and item response rates for the
SAQ. Such research should examine which sociodemographic and survey contextual factors influence the
completion of the (web) SAQ. In order to do so, a possible design would be an experiment whereby respondents are randomly assigned to one of the following
SAQ designs after completing the F2F survey: 1) a P&Ponly SAQ, 2) a concurrent P&P - web SAQ, 3) a sequential web > P&P SAQ and 4) a CASI (Computer Assisted
Self-Interviewing) questionnaire integrated within the
CAPI itself. These experimental survey designs should
involve larger sample sizes and more interviewers.
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Conclusion
The purpose of this pilot study was to explore the feasibility of a mixed-mode design for the SAQ (web or P&P)
of the BHIS in terms of unit and item (non-) response
and user-experience. A substantial number of respondents had accepted to complete the web SAQ but this
type of mixed-mode SAQ design did not increase the
SAQ response rate in comparison with the P&P-only
SAQ applied in the BHIS 2013. This could partially be
explained by the substantial number of respondents who
agreed to complete the web SAQ but did not complete
it despite the strict follow-up. Nevertheless, the web
SAQ was more user-friendly and scored better in terms
of item response than the P&P SAQ. Finally, this study
found some indications that interviewers play an important role in gaining cooperation for the SAQ, in the
choice of SAQ mode and in the data quality of the completed SAQ.
As a consequence of the low unit response rate found
in this pilot study, a mixed-mode SAQ design including
a web mode to be completed later was not implemented
in the latest BHIS edition (2018). However, as this web
SAQ did show advantages in terms of perceived userfriendliness and item response, we are further experimenting with web-based data collection in the context
of the BHIS.
In accordance with this, we cannot currently advise researchers involved in other F2F surveys containing a
SAQ for a part of the questionnaire, to switch from a
P&P SAQ to a mixed-mode SAQ including a web mode.
More research is needed. We encourage organizing research to assess which type of SAQ designs implemented
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